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Ask your Daddy why
he’s hooked on killing!
Visit FishingHurts.com for more info.
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Imagine that a man dangles a piece of candy in front of you. You love candy so you reach for it. But, as you grab the
candy, a huge metal hook stabs through your hand and you’re ripped
off the ground. You fight to get away, but it doesn’t do any good. You
are caught, and there is nothing that you can do about it.
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You’d feel really scared, wouldn’t you?
That would be an awful trick to play on someone, wouldn’t it?

But guess what?

Your daddy plays that same wicked trick on fish

And fish get scared too!
Fish may not be cuddly or cute like kitties
and puppies, but fish are really smart. They
learn from each other and can remember
things for a long time. Just like people, fish
eavesdrop to get info and can even use tools!
Fish suffer and feel pain just as we do. And
being hooked, thrown, squished, and cut open
while still alive really hurts! Your daddy waits
until hungry little fish are tricked by what
looks like a tasty lunch. Once they bite down
and the sharp hook rips through their lips,
your big, strong daddy yanks them out of the
water and takes them away from their
friends forever!

And it doesn’t do any good for your daddy to throw them back
in the water, either. Fish who are impaled and thrown back in
the water swim away with a horrible bloody wound, and with no
fish doctors around to take care of them, many slowly die!
Everyone knows that killing is wrong—but some people forget
about that when the victims look a little bit different from us.
Since your daddy is teaching you the wrong lessons about right
and wrong, you should teach him that fishing is killing and
killing is wrong.

Until your daddy learns that it’s not “fun” to kill,
keep your doggies and kitties away from him.
He’s so hooked on killing defenseless animals
that they could be next!
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And just as you can’t breathe underwater,
fish can’t breathe when they’re out of the
water. So after your daddy yanks them out
of the water, the poor little fish flop
around gasping for air. They are scared and
in pain as they slowly die of suffocation.

